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Abstract: Microelectronic technology and communication technology are devel-
oped in deep manner; the computing mode has been transferred from traditional
computer-centered to human centered pervasive. So, the concept of Internet of
things (IoT) is gradually put forward, which allows people to access information
about their surroundings on demand through different terminals. The library is the
major public space for human to read and learn. How to provide a more comfor-
table library environment to better meet people’s learning requirements is a place
where the Internet of things plays its role. The purpose of this paper is to solve the
difference between the data fusion of library environment and the data fusion of
other environments by the method of data fusion oriented to library. This paper
presents a general technical framework of situational awareness for smart library
system which includes a data fusion middleware. It can process data and inform
the upper module of the changed library environment after deploying the smart
library system in a library, including data collection and processing, how to judge
whether events are triggered, how the system reacts, and the acquisition and
update of user preferences. This paper presents a situational awareness recom-
mendation method based on an effective data fusion model and algorithm for
library after conducting experimental in service of library, which give more
accurate of book recommendation than traditional method and good learning
service environment of library for readers.

Keywords: Intelligent library; internet of things; situational awareness;
information fusion; data fusion

1 Introduction

With the emergence and development of various new technologies, people also put forward higher
demands for improving their quality of life. The library, which occupies the space of people’s life, has
also entered the list of human beings to transform it [1]. The emergence of a new computing model
pervasive computing provides a solution to this problem. It emphasizes computing integrated with the
environment, and people can obtain and process information at anytime, anywhere and in any way [2–4].
When applied to library, such anytime, anywhere interaction mode requires that the devices arranged in
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the library can perceive the changes in the environment of the library, and then make automatic behaviors
based on user needs or pre-set according to the changes in the environment. If you want to perceive the
change of environment in the library, it is inseparable from the perception of the network, the sensor
networks can be made up of cable equipment, can also be composed of a wireless device, its task is to
pass the sense data of all kinds of physical devices in the network to obtain the data changes of library
environment, the data through the preliminary processing will be sent to the upper module for use [5–7].

The Internet of things is a data network and control network composed of a variety of intelligent devices.
Intelligent devices on the Internet of things of Library can perceive the external environment and obtain
multi-dimensional data. Through the analysis of these data, decisions can be made manually or
automatically, and control instructions can be issued to control the operation of intelligent equipment, so
as to realize the function of intelligent library, meet the above humanized and intelligent pervasive
computing requirements, and improve user satisfaction. In different library services, it is necessary to
integrate different sensing information in Internet of things equipment for analysis, to provide more
suitable service contents and methods. Therefore, the data fusion analysis of sensor data has become the
key to the realization of library services based on Internet of things.

The first part of this paper introduces the background significance and related work. The second section
puts forward the technical framework of the intelligent library system deployed in a library, which provides
some references for the standardized design system. The third section, aiming at the special environment of
library, puts forward the characteristics of data fusion in this environment and the methods and models to be
adopted. The fourth section mainly introduces the design and implementation of intelligent library data
fusion middleware. The fifth section is the conclusion.

2 Related Works

2.1 Related Technical of Intelligence Library Construction

Gaohui Cao aims to define the concept of intelligent library and put forward an overall method of
constructing intelligent library by combining the current practice and the latest technology. Based on an
extensive review of existing library construction documents and practices, this paper makes a distinction
between similar types of intelligent libraries and divides the relevant concepts of intelligent library
construction into three dimensions: technology, service and people. Traditional libraries can transform to
intelligent libraries through the strategic design and implementation of cloud computing, data mining,
artificial intelligence, and other advanced technologies, but they also need to consider service
construction, user training and librarian training. Aiming at the three dimensions of intelligent library
(technology, service and humanities), this study clarified the concept of intelligent library and proposed
strategies [8,9]. As a new mode of library, Intelligent library’s green development requires providing
convenience for readers and protecting their privacy at the same time. Wang Jialing analyzed privacy
risks brought by digital technology, network technology, and data mining technology from two
perspectives of network platform and physical library. Then, combined with the existing information
security technology and network security technology, the corresponding technology protection strategy is
proposed [10].

The extraction of visual information is essential for controlling movement in dangerous situations and
maintaining situational awareness. The possibility of injury or death will be greatly improved when changing
coordination with wearing protective gear. Jongil Lim examined the effects of load size and distribution of
environmental perception, coordination arrangement of segmental, and the type of head gaze. Experiment
shows that when some soldiers stepped down from high floor and identify visual information with the
protective gear, additional packaging and helmet loads extends the visual information recognition time,
and small increase in helmet loads impact higher. Under lighter loads, the head-guidance and the same
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phase of the trunk-head coordination is stronger, while under heavier loads, the trunk head coordination is
enhanced and the head-gaze dynamics is more disturbed [11–13].

2.2 Research Status of Situational Awareness

Computer network is developed, and people are no longer satisfied with the interconnection between
people but want to be able to connect between objects and between people and objects. Therefore, the
concept of Internet of things is proposed, and it has been widely used in manufacturing, military
applications, transportation, aerospace, and other fields.

The Internet of things comes from pervasive computing, which was proposed in 1991. It is generally
believed that pervasive computing should be that computers exist anywhere in the physical world, but
users do not know that these computers are providing them with various services [14,15]. Then in 1994,
situational awareness was defined as a computer system with adaptive responses to the surrounding
environment, illustrating the importance of the surrounding environment. Former researchers used
examples of situations to define situations. It is defined as follows: according to the user task, the system
uses situational information to provide relevant information or services to the user. From this definition,
the goal of situational awareness is the same as that of the personalized system. they all provide
information and services based on the user’s situation and personal interests separately. So, according to
Endsley’s definition, situation awareness can let user knowing what is going on around you [16–18]. As a
form of computing service, situational awareness computing is adaptable, responsible and has
the characteristics of emplacement and environmental orientation. At present, the application of
situational awareness mainly focuses on smart space, such as collecting the user’s location information,
automatically transferring the phone for the user, opening the X Window session for the user, reminding
the user what to do, assisting the user to interact with nearby objects, recommending media information
to the user, and taking care of the elderly [19–21].

Situational awareness is widely used not only in the field of pervasive computing, but also in the spatial
service of Smart Library. Through the upgrading and transformation of the smart library space, situational
awareness service can provide a variety of experiential services such as learning, exhibition, education
and teaching, online and offline services, and actively improve the service efficiency of the smart library
space service, the coverage of reference services, and the accuracy and timeliness of indoor positioning
and navigation, Enhance users’ on-the-spot experience in the smart library space; The smart library
context awareness service can provide users with targeted push services based on user context by tracking
and analyzing users’ behavior in the library, combined with users’ time context and historical behavior
context. Therefore, the smart library context awareness application can better realize personalized services
in combination with users’ real-time needs; Smart library uses mobile network environment and Internet
of things technology to enable users to experience the effective integration of online and offline services
when they are in the physical library environment. The smart library service combined with situational
perception has the characteristics of universality, initiative, accuracy and flexibility.

3 Methodology

3.1 Basic Structure of Intelligent Library

It shows the intelligent library system in this system has a variety of physical equipment and
communication methods, which mainly includes two network parts, one is the Internet of things devices
deployed in the library, the other is through the Wide area network (WAN) and user dialogue terminal.
All the data collected from the device are considered context awareness which can confirmed whether the
service is good for readers. They can be broadly divided into three parts: the Internet of things part inside
the library which mainly collects real-time environmental information of library; The wisdom box
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section, which is responsible for judging environmental changes and responding to library members and
events. The user dialogue terminals include service centers outside the library and users’ personal mobile
devices [22–24].

3.2 System Architecture of Wisdom Magic Box System

The wisdom box is responsible for further processing of data from the Internet of things and needs to
respond to changes in the library environment. It also serves to separate the underlying hardware device
from the upper service module. The wisdom magic box consists of server and man-machine interface.
The whole intelligent library system is deployed in the server part of the wisdom magic box. Middleware
is in the position of the whole magic box and its indispensable role. It is mainly composed of two blocks:
the first is the library service network, whose function is to provide services to library members through
existing local programs for events caused by changes in the library environment, or to transmit a service
request to a remote service center; The other is the Internet of things, which requires the management of
hardware devices deployed in the library, including the management of different communication
protocols, registration and deletion of different devices [25–27].

The intelligent library system is deployed in the wisdom magic box, which is divided into six layers:
Internet of things layer, data layer, event layer, situation layer, pattern layer and service layer. Data is
transferred in different semantics between different layers, which cover the device interface, that is, the
common interface to physical devices. Data filtering, data transformation, data classification and other
data level fusion of the data received by the Internet of things are handled in data layer [28–30]. After
obtaining accurate, stable, semantic data, according to the rules to combine the data into a specific or
some events in event layer. In the context layer, the single event, or multiple events to be obtained can be
converted into one or some situations according to the event-to-situation mapping rules. Pattern layer, in
which a large number of specific situation combinations are stored, reflects the specific state of the library
in a macro sense [31–33]. For example, when a guest enters the library, the system can automatically
launch the corresponding service. The service layer, also known as the application layer, directly interacts
with the user, communicates with people in a friendly way, and will directly provide corresponding
services to the owner. The overall system architecture of wisdom magic box system can be concluded as
five layers:

(1) Device interface

Haier interface, provided by Haier, is used to receive and send information from Haier equipment. We
can call the interface directly. Wireless sensor network (WSN) interface, which is composed of other wireless
or wired sensors and devices in the library, most of which adopt ZigBee communication protocol. 5G
technology is a new communication technology produced with the development of mobile phones. It can
provide users with rich multimedia information, reaching 144 kb/s when the device is moving at high
speed, 384 kb/s when walking, and 2 Mb/s when at rest [34,35].

(2) Data layer

The data value is converted in this layer, and the converted data is further processed. Various denoising
methods, such as grouping average and moving average, are applied to ensure that the obtained data reflects
the changes of the library environment most truly. User preferences are also merged on this layer and updated
to prepare for the next event fusion.

Covariance cross fusion algorithm is an algorithm that combines the estimated values of each sensor
when the cross covariance of each sensor is unknown in Kalman filter. For example, to fuse the measured
values of two sensors A and B with the same property, fuse the average/covariance C of the estimated
value C. The calculation formula of is shown in (1), where A and B are the mean/covariance of A and B,
ω is the adjustment coefficient.
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ĉ ¼ C xA�1âþ 1� xð ÞB�1b̂
� �

(1)

(3) Event layer

After data conversion and filtering, the event layer follows event inference rules, and matches the data
obtained from the data layer into corresponding events based on user preferences. Here we use the production
rule system for reasoning.

(4) Database layer

The data in the database can be divided into two kinds. One is static data, that is, all kinds of data that
have been input before the program runs, such as the location information of each sensor in the home,
personal data of family members and personal preferences of each person. The local database stores this
data in the form of a data table. The other is dynamic data, that is, real-time information collected
through the underlying Internet of things during the operation of the intelligent library system. This data
is either dynamically queried by Tiny DB from a sensor node or from other types of sensor devices.

(5) Rule base layer

The rules in the rule library are defined when the system is initialized, but it also adds new rules during
system use to meet the needs of the system. Rules are stored in the database when they are defined and passed
into the matching function as an input when they are matched.

3.3 Middleware Architecture

In the Joint directors of laboratories (JDL) model, the process of data fusion is described as follows.
First, data from different sensors, database, priori information, human interaction or other source are
filtered and classified or signature. Second, in the object refinement level, the coordinates and units of
data are unified and classified into position, motion and other data types, and are associated with objects,
as well as finely counted and estimated. Third, in the situation refinement level, the contextual description
of relation between the objects and observed events are defined. Forth, in the threat refinement level,
inferences about future situation or danger are conducted for the solution and countermeasures. Fifth, the
process should be optimized after monitoring the performance of the system, such as reallocates sensors
or real-time constraints. Sixth, the intelligent application can be introduced based on the analyzing of
data, such as personalized knowledge recommendation.

The middleware of the intelligent library system is used to process a variety of data collected by the
underlying Internet of things and transform them into data form that can be used by the upper module.
This middleware provide top event interface directly, after the sensors perceive a certain trend in the
library, it will immediately send the data to data fusion middleware, after the events of the middleware
fusion center, according to the user’s personal habits formed after it put some relevant data for processing
an event, the event is sent into the event interface, this event will be placed in the upper module layer
after receiving the user’s instructions, situational layer will put these instructions into the corresponding
situation events, these events should be handled to find out the corresponding sensors through data
integration middleware, these events and the middleware sent the corresponding information to their
corresponding sensor driver module, and then the Internet layer of sensor will perform some operations,
to provide users with services you need. The middleware also needs to give these events a unified
definition format, such as the main body of the event to describe what the object is, which person, which
thing; What is the state of the person or thing, such as its position, where it is moving, what is the
temperature, what is the heartbeat, when data of time was collected, whether it was urgent data can be
decided which can indicate its processing priority, and so on.
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The architecture of the data fusion middleware is shown in Fig. 1. It mainly deals with two major data
streams: the first is the data transferred from the hardware deployed in the library to reflect the changes of the
physical environment in the library in real time. The middleware should conduct preliminary processing and
fusion of these data, and then combine relevant data into one or some events that can describe the current
situation of the library, and then pass the event to the context layer to match a certain situation. Another
data flow is from the upper module’s instructions, they mainly according to the current user or system
needs to execute a query, a state or the hardware setup, let the hardware to complete certain operations.
These instructions require service optimization, the decomposition of the final instance into a command
for specific hardware devices, into these commands parsing running corresponding hardware and then the
hardware can execute the command.

4 Experiments

According to the above-mentioned technical architecture of Internet of things of Library, this study has
built a library intelligent service system. The system provides readers with library services such as book
borrowing and learning environment by collecting information such as ambient temperature, light and
user access records.

From the Internet of things to the real-time information of the library environment to the final response
of the system, the whole process requires three steps: first, data collection and processing; second, determine
whether an event is triggered at this time; finally, the system responds to the event.

4.1 Data Collection

According to the source of information, the sensors can be divided into the following parts:

(1) Infrared sensors: these sensors are mainly responsible for position detection, which are used to detect
the target distance, determine the target position, and determine the target state, category and whether there is
any human activity in a certain space.

Figure 1: Middleware architecture
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(2) Access control, alarm, glass breakage sensor, and monitor: when such sensors are triggered, they will
transmit information to the upper layer of middleware and send a sound. The sound alarms the indoor owner,
and its internal information will cooperate with other sensors to determine the source of the alarm.

(3) Light intensity sensor, water sensor, temperature sensor, pressure sensor, smoke sensor, Co and
CH4 gas sensor: this kind of sensor is used to sense physical phenomena in the library, according to the
acquired information, the system will do the corresponding operation to adjust people surrounding
environment to make people’s lives more comfortable.

(4) Intelligent switch, leakage protector, standby power supply: this kind of equipment is controlled by
the upper instructions and is responsible for the control of power supply in the library and the treatment of
power failure.

(5) Intelligent bookshelf, intelligent air conditioner, intelligent desk, intelligent stereo, intelligent
security check, intelligent meter and intelligent exhaust fan: this kind of information provides the
information of various household appliances to the intelligent library system and is controlled by the
upper instructions. Equipment includes all smart appliances in the library.

(6) Communication network and the Internet: it is wisdom library system one of the important source of
information in the information fusion system, intelligent library system through the Internet and
communicate information to the master and communication network system, and through it to get
information from outside the library or the master’s instructions, but also can get some real time
information from the Internet to provide service for the family.

(7) System time: As important reference information, time determines whether many events should be
triggered, such as most events related to turning on lights.

In this experiment, the Smart Library of Jiangsu University of Technology is selected as the research
object. Each floor of the library is equipped with wisdom magic box system to process the temperature
and humidity of each layer and the document status information transmitted from the smart bookshelf.
Sensor data is sensed unidirectionally by system equipment, non-interactive sensors, and software. Its
acquisition method mainly identifies and senses the target object through the equipment and software
system, and then realizes the perception and acquisition of data through its own application settings. In
order to verify the effect of the Smart Library Service proposed in this paper, 10 research teachers from
different disciplines and 52 undergraduates from different colleges and universities were selected to
borrow literature in the smart library, leave the process records of scientific research or learning, and
accept the user satisfaction survey of smart library services.

4.2 Data Processing

The processing of the data in this system is divided into four steps:

(1) Convert the obtained data into data types

(2) Integrate the data of a single sensor

(3) Processing of sensors in a specific area (accuracy can be increased by grouping geographical
features)

(4) Analyze the trend reflected by the sensor data in this specific area

4.3 Data Value Conversion

When the system gets the data, these data are just a series of Numbers, such as 228,779,1199, which
cannot be recognized by people, let alone facilitate people to understand the physical meaning they
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represent. Therefore, according to the physical characteristics of the equipment and some indicators, this
paper lists several data value conversion formulas.

Using this formula, the system converts the collected data into the data can be identified and have
physical semantics, including temperature, light intensity, and voltage. The constants’ values of formulas
are all the experimental value of the equipment’s manufacturer. These formulas are defined as follows.

(1) Temperature conversion formula

T ¼ 1:0

aþ b � In rthrð Þ þ c � In rthrð Þð Þ5 � 273 (2)

where a; b and c are constant coefficients, a ¼ 0:001307050; b ¼ 0:000214384; c ¼ 0:000000093; x is

the real-time temperature data collected by the system. rthr ¼ 10000 � 1023� xð Þ
x

.

(2) Light intensity conversion formula

L ¼ light � a

voltage

� �
=b (3)

a and b are constants, a ¼ 1252352 and b ¼ 1023. Light is the real-time data of the light intensity
obtained by the system, and voltage is the real-time voltage data obtained by the system.

(3) Voltage conversion formula

v ¼ a

x
(4)

A is a constant, a ¼ 1252352, and x is the real-time data value obtained by the system.

After the data conversion, the status of environment can be determined in real time. For example, when
the T is 40°C and the light intensity are high, and the voltage is low, and we can infer that library is not suit for
readers at evening.

4.4 Matching and Execution Process of Experimental Rules

The trigger of the event must satisfy two the following conditions. 1). the atomic event that constitutes
the complex event has occurred; 2). These atomic events have occurred in time.

According to the JDL model, when the conditions for defining an event are met, the event is triggered,
and the inference method of the production system is adopted here. Each condition is expressed by
production knowledge representation. The general form of production is predecessorh i ! postdecessorh i;
where the former is a condition and the latter is the result derived. The antecedents are composed of data
expressions and connectors. However, in this system, the former is composed of atomic events, and the
latter is the events derived according to the conditions. The production system completes the work
process by pattern matching, conflict resolution and rule execution, as shown in Fig. 2.

(1) Pattern matching: Starting from the first rule in the knowledge base, scan all rules in the rule base one
by one, compare all elements in the dynamic database with the precursors of each rule, so as to find all rules
that meet the conditions. If all conditions in a rule preceding a rule in a rule library match the current fact state
in the dynamic database, the rule is added to the conflict set, and the following rules are checked until all rules
in the rule library have been matched.

(2) Conflict resolution: Conflict refers to the state in which multiple rules are successfully matched at the
same time. At this point, it is necessary to choose which rule should be triggered according to the pre-set
evaluation criteria. There are many ways to resolve the conflict, such as choosing according to the order
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of successful match, that is, choosing the rule that succeeds in the first match; Select according to priority,
that is, set the magnitude of each event and the rule with the highest priority option value in the conflict;
According to the order of execution, the rule of the last execution is selected first when the conflict
occurs; According to the degree of detail selection, that is, in the case of conflict, priority is given to the
rule that the premise part includes the maximum number of sub-conditions; According to whether the rule
has used the selection, choose the rules that have not been used before; Select by new facts, that is, in the
event of a conflict, give preference to rules related to the latest facts added to the dynamic database. In
this system, the method selected according to the order of successful matching is adopted, because the
sensor network requires the system to make a quick response, while other methods will take up a lot of
computer time.

(3) The reasoning of the generative system can be divided into three basic modes: Forward reasoning,
backward reasoning and mixed reasoning. Forward reasoning, which starts from a set of conditions
representing facts and uses some rules of reasoning to prove whether the objective conclusion is true or
not; Backward reasoning, which starts from the conclusion representing the target, uses certain rules to
prove the fact condition is true, that is, gives a variety of hypothesis (target) situations, and then verifies
whether these hypotheses are true one by one; Mixed reasoning takes the advantage of the first two
methods, which proceed from both conditions and objectives, and if the two parties meet somewhere in
the middle, the reasoning succeeds.

In this system, forward reasoning is adopted, because its goal is to find all possible conclusions from a
set of given facts, which is in line with the actual situation of the system, deducing possible results from the
occurrence of atomic events, and this way is more in line with people’s logic.

(4) Rule execution. Running the reasoning mechanism of repeated cycle to perform the above three
stages, it is run according to the facts and rules of the system in dynamic database in the library
knowledge, constantly introduced the unknown by the known facts to dynamic database once again. The
reasoning process of transforming them into a new premise or fact cycle until the conclusion is deduced.

Figure 2: Working process of production system
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5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Analysis of Situational Awareness

Collaborative filtering method provides personalized literature resources for readers, and it is the main
content of smart library service. Collaborative filtering finds users’ preference for literature topics through
historical data of users’ reading literature resources, divides users or articles into groups based on
different preferences, and recommends to readers the documents read by similar readers or similar
literatures that the readers have read. These are the collaborative filtering algorithms based on items and
articles in traditional collaborative filtering algorithm. The situational awareness collaborative filtering
algorithm considers the context information in recommendation. In order to verify the effectiveness of the
situational awareness collaborative filtering method proposed, we defined a new evaluation indicator from
the perspective of reader experience: Reader acceptance ratio (RAR), calculated as follows:

RAR ¼
P

InterestSet I1; I2���Imf gI Top� NDocumentf g
Top� NDocumentf g (5)

where in formulas (5), Top� NDocumentf g represents the literature resources of the Top-n ranked according
to the recommended method, and the interetrate set I1, I2… Im represents the literature resources of interest to
the target reader. Find the intersection of the two sets, representing the resources of interest to the reader in the
list of recommended resources. From the perspective of reader experience, reader acceptance reflects the
degree of resource recommendation adoption. The higher the value, the more likely the recommendation
method is to recommend appropriate resources to target readers in the current context.

There are two types of data used in the situational awareness collaborative filtering method, one is the
data input by readers in their daily activity in library service, and another is the data collected by the
distributed sensor of internet of things in the library. Conditional entropy is used to calculate the influence
value of each situational attribute in the recommendation process, distinguish the situational attributes
with different influence, and measure the weight of each situational attribute in the recommendation
process according to the situational conditional entropy.

Situational entropy is the uncertainty of readers’ choice of items on the premise of knowing a certain
situational attribute. The greater the conditional entropy, the smaller the influence of the context attribute
on readers’ choice of resource types; The smaller the conditional entropy, the greater the influence of the
context attribute on readers’ choice of resource types. The definition of situational conditional entropy is
as follows:

HðI jcÞ ¼
Xm

i¼1
P Cið Þ

Xn

j¼1
PðIjjCiÞlog2PðIjjCiÞ (6)

where, each situational attribute c has m situational values, and P Cið Þ is the probability that the situational
attribute in the situational factors is Ci; PðIjjCiÞ indicates the probability that readers choose Ij resources
under the condition that the situational attribute is Ci.

The target reader is A. Suppose that the item set jointly evaluated by readers A and B in the same context
is Iab, and use Pearson Correlation Coefficient to measure the similarity between readers A and B in a specific
context, then the similarity between readers A and B is:

sim a; bð Þ ¼
P

i2Iab Ra;i;c � Ra;c

� �
Rb;i;c � Rb;c

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i2Iab Ra;i;c � Ra;c

� �2P
i2Iab Rb;i;c � Rb;c

� �2
r (7)
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According to the acceptability of readers, the situational awareness collaborative filtering method is
compared with the traditional method. We use k-folding cross test to conduct data modeling and testing.
Firstly, the dataset is divided into K parts, among which k-1 part is used as training data set and the other
1 part is used as test data set. At the same time, the cross-examination process is repeated many times to
make the experimental results more reliable and objective. In the experiment, we applied k-fold cross test
(K = 10) to repeat the experiment for 20 times and recommended the literature resources ranked Top 5 to
the target readers. The comparison results of the two collaborative filtering recommendation methods on
the reader acceptance index are shown in Fig. 3.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the context-aware collaborative filtering recommendation method proposed
by us is better than the traditional recommendation method based on collaborative filtering in performance in
terms of reader acceptance. The difference is about 10%. The experimental results show that the collaborative
filtering recommendation method based on situation awareness, can well predict the reader perception
properties on the situation, and identify the different role in the different situation for information
recommendation, which based on the current situation in mobile environment information, accurately
provide personalized mobile reading service for readers. Readers can get more satisfactory literature
resources recommendation in different light, different time periods and different library areas. Compared
with the traditional collaborative recommendation, the value of RAR is higher, up to 75 and the
F-Measure value is 2.415.

5.2 Book Recommendation Based on Situational Awareness

A collaborative filtering instance of context awareness based on book similarity are shown in Tab. 1.
User A borrows Book 1 and Book 2. The indicator is an evaluation indicator calculated based on the
location of the book and the suitable time period. Book A*, Book B* and book C* are the product
weights of the similarity of commodity A, B, C with book 1 and book 2 and the evaluation indicator
respectively. The total/indicator calculated is sorted in descending order and recommended to user A.

Figure 3: Comparison of two collaborative filtering information recommendation methods
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5.3 Trend Processing After Regional Sensor Data Fusion

About the providing of learning service environment of library to readers, when the real-time attribute
value of a specific area is obtained, we need whether this value can truly describe the indoor environment
change. The moving average method is adopted here. Moving average method, with a time sequence y1,
y2… yt, … Then, the average of N Numbers can be calculated one by one according to the order of data,
and the moving average can be obtained:

M 1ð Þ
t ¼ yt þ yt�1 þ � � � þ yt�Mþ1

N
¼ M 1ð Þ

t�1 þ
yt � yt�N

N
; t � N (8)

where M 1ð Þ
t is the first moving average of the t-period; yt is the observed value of the t period; N is the

number of moving averages, that is, the number of observations used by each moving average.

This formula indicates that when time t moves forward to the next moment, a new data is added, the
earliest data is removed, and a new average is finally obtained. Because it continues to absorb the old and
absorb the new and move forward one time point after another, it is called moving average method.
Because the data can be smoothed by the moving average method, it can eliminate the influence of
periodic and irregular changes too. It makes the long-term trend of the data appears; it can be used for
forecasting. Its prediction formula is:

ŷtþ1 ¼ M 1ð Þ
t (9)

That is, take the average value of the first moving of the t period as the predicted value of the t + 1 period.
For example, indoor temperature as shown in Fig. 4, after moving average method of value was compared
with the original values as shown in Fig. 5, can be seen clearly from the table, after processing the original
two peaks has become smooth and that they will have much impact on the whole, but also will not mislead
the system’s response to events, have played an important role in forecasting.

Table 1: Example of recommendation for user A

Indicator Book A Book A* Book B Book B* Book C Book C*

Book 1 4.1 −0.473466 −1.941211 0.654654 2.68408 0.93325653 3.826352

Book 2 4.7 −0.198223 −0.931648 0.407804 0.407804 0.78931804 3.709795

Total 8.8 −2.872869 4.600758 7.536147

Total/indicator −0.326461 0.522813 0.85638
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Figure 4: Actual temperature curve of the room
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Fig. 5 shows the prediction graph given by applying the moving average method to verify the feasibility
of the method when the value of sensors in the home keeps rising and the temperature value of room a keep
rising.

6 Conclusions

In order to better provide personalized mobile reading services for readers under the mobile
environment, this paper applies the item recommendation based on situational awareness to the field of
digital library and proposes a situational awareness recommendation method based on collaborative
filtering. This method measures readers’ situational awareness through “situational entropy” and
calculates the corresponding weight values of different situational attributes in information
recommendation. On this basis, combining with the traditional collaborative filtering technology, it
provides readers with personalized reading recommendation services in line with the current situation.
Experimental results show that the method is superior to the traditional recommendation method based on
collaborative filtering, can well predict the reader perception properties on the situation, and identify the
different role in the different situation for information recommendation, which based on the current
situation in mobile environment information, accurately provide personalized mobile reading service for
readers. The research of this paper makes beneficial exploratory research on the personalized information
recommendation service of digital library based on context perception in mobile environment. It can be
predicted that the mobile reading recommendation service, which centers on readers and provides them
with situational awareness, will be a new direction for the development of information service of digital
library.
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